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but when analyzing the behavior of the sample we noticed that it was very similar to a previous threat that
we had investigated in august 2018. however, in august, the sample had already been using a version of
the windows update service modified to work as an installer for its downloader function. this allowed the
malware to avoid detection by the antivirus and share files in a more stealthy way. with the new sample,
the team of eset researchers instead used the built-in windows functionality to download a copy of a
legitimate microsoft security update, but modified so that it only contains the malicious code and the
binary samples. in this way, the malware is able to slip away from detection and, moreover, it can be
installed without being reported as a security issue by some users. while the new version of the malware
doesn’t modify the samples of the microsoft security update, it does not even bother to download the
legitimate version of the updates. instead, it downloads malicious samples and, after processing and
validating them, copies them to the hard disk using the built-in windows functionality. as we said, the
malware is able to slip away from detection, but it still needs to coordinate the activity of different
components in order to reach an end-user machine. after scanning his network, it sends a packet to a
server that performs the communication between different components: this is one of the most wanted
torrents on the internet today. but we also warn you: the torrent seems to be limited and, besides the
aforementioned malwarebytes cracked version, we don't know if the files are virus or not; beware!
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